
LET'S 
WALK TO  
SCHOOL 

AIM
To develop an understanding of the Canadian wilderness and create a snowy  
Canadian picture.

Canada is the second largest country in the world after Russia.

English and French are Canada’s official languages.

Canada has the world’s longest coastline at 243,797km.  
It would take a long time to walk that far!

Did
you

know?

We are Living Streets, the UK charity for everyday walking. These learning resources 
support participation in WOW, the year-round walk to school challenge.

For further information on WOW and the full set of learning resources, visit
www.livingstreets.org.uk/walktoschool

Get in touch: walktoschool@livingstreets.org.uk    020 7377 4900
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WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS1/P1-3

OBJECTIVES
•  To learn about Canadian weather and wildlife.
• To create a snowy picture that reflects the cold Canadian weather.

TIMING
45 minutes (plus drying time) 

RESOURCES
Globe or map photographs of native 
Canadian wildlife: moose, black and 
grizzly bears and beaver, blue/grey pape, 
white paint, brushes, cotton wool balls, 
pencils, black felt pens. 

CURRICULUM LINKS

England GEOGRAPHY ART AND DESIGN    

Wales GEOGRAPHY ART AND DESIGN    

Scotland SOCIAL STUDIES EXPRESSIVE ARTS  

THE CANADIAN 
WILDERNESS 



INTRODUCTION
With the class, look at Canada on a globe or map and locate some of the key cities like 
Ottawa (the capital), Toronto or Montreal. Explain to the children that the majority of 
Canadian people live near the larger towns and the countryside is very large and wild. 
Many animals live in the wilderness, such as the moose, beaver and grizzly and black 
bears. Winters can be very cold and snowy in Canada so in this activity the children will 
make a snowy Canadian picture and add in a native Canadian animal.

DEVELOPMENT 
Now look at some snowy photographs together and talk about how the snow settles 
on the landscape, on mountains and trees. Ask the children to think of some words to 
describe the snow – cold, chilly, freezing, soft, crunchy. Now look at the colours it makes. 
Is it just white or are there shades of blue, grey and pink too? 

On a blue or grey background, ask the children to sketch a simple wilderness outline with 
mountains, trees and valleys. Using a mixture of utensils, such as brushes, cotton wool 
balls for printing and even fingers, ask each child to paint their snowy picture. Add in small 
dots of black, red and blue to make shadows and texture but remind the children to add 
only tiny amounts for accent. Once dry, use pencil to outline, then black felt tip to colour a 
native Canadian animal in the foreground, such as a bear or moose.  

PLENARY 
Look at the Canadian flag. It’s a maple leaf, a maple is Canada’s national tree. It’s quite 
similar to the English sycamore. Encourage the children to look at leaf shapes on their 
walk to school and try to find a leaf that looks like the Canadian maple.  
Remind children not to pick leaves off the trees but look at them or  
collect fallen leaves only.  

THE CANADIAN WILDERNESS
LESSON PLAN

If you require these learning resources in Welsh please email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
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